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News - Lites
By William King

MORE ABOUT PEOPLE... As more and more retailers throughout the entire country try to drive down prices in order to reduce prices, the National Association of Wholesalers will this year plan to hold down prices at all levels.

The plan to cut all prices 10 per cent has created much criticism among industry heads and even the U. S. Commerce. They will make sure of a serious business setback if an industry-wide slash is effected.

Perhaps some industry may not be able, under the present circumstances, to conform to the 10 per cent rule, but we are convinced that the manufacturers also understand the situation that prices are not one and a half high and a determination to do something about it is the best solution that some success has achieved. A number of manufacturers have already reduced prices on the products. Dairy products are coming down. Milk has dropped two and three cents per gallon.

When Labor realizes that prices have reached an all-time high and have started down, there will be fewer demands for laborers. Perhaps the appeal of wages and prices will get a return to a normal, stable economy can be achieved.

- MAYBE WE'RE RIGHT
- THINK WE ARE.

Doctors Walter Freeman and James Stewart, both of George Washington University, have announced a brain operation that will relieve patients of pain physically, but patients are relieved of pain mentally.

The operation, conducted for the relief of mental scars, removes the brain’s创业区 and infects the brain’s frontal lobe. They go back to work, laugh at their pain, and say there is no pain anywhere.

The operation is done with local anesthesia and is not painful, but there is a small risk— it takes you several weeks to learn how to do things which you could do before.

BRITAIN HAS ATOMIC PLANS— School may be years away for 14 to 16 in Britain has announced a plan to have a nuclear power plant in1955. The British Ministry of Supply. The government intends to use atomic power for electric power and for such industries as the steel industry.

The British Ministry of Supply has also announced that 100,000 cubic feet of atomic ice will be used in the nuclear power plant.

HARDING UNIVERSITY, Searcy, Ark., has announced a brain operation that will relieve patients of pain physically, but patients are relieved of pain mentally.

The operation, done with local anesthesia, is not painful, but there is a small risk—it takes you several weeks to learn how to do things which you could do before.

A HOME THAT HAS BEEN AROUND... Would you believe a home to last more than usual about human beings, but the one that has the end of this is owned by Leon

Kerr, Miami, Fla. This house, a former Pan American clipper, was designed by Igor Sikorsky, the creator of the first practical helicopter, and is a unique structure in the United States.

The original price of the house was $210,000 when it was built in 1930.

Moored on a canal in the heart of the city, the clipper was conveyed by truck and was set into a stonework house with a bank and shower.

After things get back to normal and the Kerrs are able to build a real home.


detections of regulations concerning expansion and correspondence work was the subject of a meeting in Little Rock yesterday of the Arkansas Association of Non-Missouri State Department of Education. Dean L. C. Ryan represented Harding at the meeting.

During the afternoon, part of the group went to the Plantarium for a choral tour. After completing the circle formation again to return to the starting point, the group went to the Aquarium.

The Queen’s maids carried sprays of white gladiolas with fern, and Miss Bullington exchanged a bouquet of white gladiolas with Miss Bullington.

Sears Represents School At Meet

Sears, Roebuck and Co. of Chicago, for the first time this season, has announced that it will be represented at Harding University, Searcy, Ark., for a national promotion.

The promotion, which is now being carried out for further expansion and correspondence work, is the result of a recent bill passed by the Arkansas legislature, establishing machines with less than 100 students in attendance.

The Sears promotion work is the result of a recent bill passed by the Arkansas legislature, establishing machines with less than 100 students in attendance.

During the afternoon, the group presented five religious numbers, accompanied by the small chorus in a song and instrumental numbers. The accompaniment was furnished by the piano at the Harding School building.

In attending to the evening of the Student Art Exhibit, Dancing has attracted much interest.

Hartford's annual art exhibit, which opened Saturday May 4, at 3:00 p.m., and is continuing through the remainder of the week, has had a good attendance throughout this week with Sunday morning being the best day, as visitors from towns especially visit for the opening of the exhibit.

In the North and South rooms of the Student Art Exhibit, Dancing has attracted much interest.

During the pastel, white gladiolas with fern, slowly walked down the pastel pathway and Miss Bullington.

In the North and South rooms of the Student Art Exhibit, Dancing has attracted much interest.

During the pastel, white gladiolas with fern, slowly walked down the pastel pathway and Miss Bullington.

The Queen's maids carried sprays of white gladiolas with fern, and Miss Bullington exchanged a bouquet of white gladiolas with Miss Bullington.

Spain Conducts Judsonia Meeting

Car Spain is this week conducting a series of gospel meetings for the church of Christ in Judsonia, Arkansas, assisted by Bill Frye, regular preacher for the Judsonia church.

Spain conducted a similar meeting last fall following an extensive personal evangelistic work by Frye and the Judsonia church, and the repeat meeting in Spain is calculated to continue the growth in number and spirituality inaugurated by the first meeting.

The meeting, starting May 1, is scheduled to run until May 10. To date it has resulted in two baptisms, and interest is running unusually high.

Rainbow/Descends to Earth

As Proof Sun Cooperates

On this day, a rainbow appeared on the horizon, with the sun shining brightly above.

It was a beautiful sight, and many people took photographs to capture the moment.

Once again that old Arkansas rainbow sounded the alarm on the horizon, and the sky was filled with a beautiful array of colors.

On the horizon, the rainbow stretched across the sky, with the sun shining brightly above.

It was a beautiful sight, and many people took photographs to capture the moment.
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I would you trust to call on me in a neighborly way? Would you be afraid of me? Of and collected materials for warfare. bigger guns than I that to shoot, that the people next door were doing the same thing. If it will work now? young men for Bible training? .. Pose we took several more of those billions and sent Bible teachers talk with you for a few minutes. Suppose after all? It was a great thing to open the literature. My friends, have you ever felt somehow I was prepared for a fight? Would you pray that a great war would serve as a general warning to us of spread of fire and crime and correction, compliments, or simple eloquence. Running through holes, we find that through the pease the seasonal pests exist very much in pure and mosaic... Exemplifying example themes such as Mother's Day, the weather, and song. That his life is dependent on the Maker of all life, he won't have to be demanded of. An individual expression will be to thank God for his handsomely. When a Christian rationalist, instead of fighting for the faith, he will want to pray to God and ask Him for help. There should be an indication as to whether a Christian should pray. Paul admonishes the people to be not of the "casting off", and to "continue in hope even to the end," he said, "I will therefore that men pay everything. . other argument, the religious atmosphere of the Harlem chordian services. My dear All of the Alpha Theta Club. was prepared for a fight? Would you expect me to be the kind of person who would get along with everybody when my whole attitude told the world I was prepared for a fight? Would you expect me to sit around inside my fort a lifetime without ever finding an excuse to use up the ammunition I had gone to so much trouble to collect. The answer to that was one simple German tact. And later Japan. Nations who shouted peace while they trained men and collected materials for warfare. Somewhere I was reminded of this illustration Saturday through the showing of the war department released movie called "A Plan for Peace." In this case war was the theme. The connection between the two was the "just in case" phrase which is so dear to the heart of "Peace." The man in the story above might have given as a reason for the barricade and guns that sometime there might be robbers, so... Just in case. Or he might have said, That's the only way I can insure my safety from my neighbors around me. Maybe they have more and bigger guns than I that I don't know about. Or he might have explained away his teaching the children how to shoot the guns by saying what we were doing was the same thing. But how much water would his argument hold? Wouldn't the man be giving his children a much better insurance against a fight by teaching them to "love thy neighbor as thyself" than by teaching them to be suspicious of everyone, and always ready to defend themselves? But preparedness seems to be the only way, someonesays, if other peoples and nations are going to adopt those tactics. It's the old-age argument. The one that has been tried repeatedly throughout the centuries and has as many tailed f--? Why do we think in "just in case"? So it's the thing to do to conscript young men for military training... Just in Case. Did anyone ever think about conscripting young men for Bible training? Just In Case? A thorough knowledge of the Bible might solve the problems of so many of them that their influence would permeate the world. The World War II cost the United States four hundred thirty-four billion dollars. Suppose we took just a place. It may be that the actions of some have been the only way I can insure my safety from my neighbors around me. Maybe they have more and bigger guns than I that I don't know about. Or he might have explained away his teaching the children how to shoot the guns by saying what we were doing was the same thing. But how much water would his argument hold? Wouldn't the man be giving his children a much better insurance against a fight by teaching them to "love thy neighbor as thyself" than by teaching them to be suspicious of everyone, and always ready to defend themselves? But preparedness seems to be the only way, someonesays, if other peoples and nations are going to adopt those tactics. It's the old-age argument. The one that has been tried repeatedly throughout the centuries and has as many tailed f--? Why do we think in "just in case"? So it's the thing to do to conscript young men for military training... Just in Case. Did anyone ever think about conscripting young men for Bible training? Just In Case? A thorough knowledge of the Bible might solve the problems of so many of them that their influence would permeate the world. The World War II cost the United States four hundred thirty-four billion dollars. Suppose we took just a place. It may be that the actions of some have been...
Small Group Scores 43 1-2 Points
As Frosh, Juniors Tie For Second
A small but dimensioned Senior team took first place in the Track and Field Meet yesterday, scoring 43 1-2 points out of a possible 143. The Froshmen and Juniors tied for second spot with 35 points each, while the Sophomores came next with 32 1-2. No records were set or broken.

Herb Lawrence, Colis Campbell, and Bob Napper have the honors of the win for thewinning team in nearly all of the eleven division events.

Little Jimmy Miller of the Sophomores was the outstanding individual performer of the day, chalking up a total of 15 points for first place in that department. Lawrence was next with 14 1-2, carrying the closeness of the competition to the higher point. Lawrence and Steve Eckstein of the Juniors were the only double first place winners, Herb taking the 180 yard dash by a stride from Miller and the 400, while Steve dipped five feet in the low hurdles and shot put.

In the college girls division, the Froshmen beat their only threat, the Sophomores, 39 to 31, taking first in four of the seven events. Ina Belle and Darlene Kimbrrough were the only Sophomores in action except Malba Perry who entered one event late in the race.

Nolett Kamp made a run-away of the high school boys' division, taking first place in seven of the eight events to amass a total of 35 points. Bruce Rhoades was second, 32. The high school men ran on an individual basis.

College Boys
220-Yard Dash: Miller, Sophomore; Lawrence, Seniors; Colis Campbell, Seniors; Jones, Sophomore; Time: 24.2.
440-Yard Run: Lawrence, Seniors; Gary Campbell, Freshman; Arvis Stewards, Juniors; Colis Campbell, Seniors; Time: 51.5.
880-Yard Run: Lawrence, Seniors; Gary Campbell, Freshman; Arvis Stewards, Juniors; Colis Campbell, Seniors; Time: 1:55.8.
1 Mile Run: J. Lawyer; Freshman; Bob Napper; Freshman; Time: 3:58.7.

Student Art Exhibit
(Continued from page one)
representing every medium available in the art department at this time. The mediums displayed and the exhibitors included: pencil, Tom Lawry; pastel, Marilyn Hawley; watercolor, Rose Belle Catison and Ruth Bernhard; tempera, Robert Cohen; charcoal, Freeman Thomas; oil, Amor K. Joseph; pen and ink, Jimmy Firk.

Particularly appealing to nature lovers was a farm scene by Marilyn Hawley and a mountain scene by Freeman Thomas.

Other art pieces in the exhibit which have been commetted upon especially are: the library door and pen, Jim Firk; a view of damaged buildings, pastel, Freshman Thomas; profile cast, Darlene Kimbrrough; a house of jungle against a violet background, tempera, Roberta Cohen; canvas scene, oil, Marilyn Hawley; copper jar and pitcher against a brown background, tempera, Georgia Smith.

A few cartoons, among which is one of the Dormer boys by Howard Corr, are included in the art display.

Randall Jones, a sixth grade pupil, has a charcoal sketch of an exhibit in the north room of the reception hall.

Among the students who have work in the week's exhibit are Babs Bella Cannon, Birla Herm, Georgia Smith, Ida B. Oohideh, Gordon Anderson, John Wang, Freeman Thomas, Annie Mac Johnson, Robert Cohen, Bill Wells, Mary E. Rihn, Ruth Bernhard, Jimmy Firk, Marilyn Hawley, Dallas Moody, Tom Lawry, Howard Corr, Millicent Richardson, Ronald Jones, Miriam Lorson.

Wray Bullington—
(Continued from page one)

Maypole medals were given to V. Gordon, Dorothy Smale, Janet Beal, George Davis, Joe Spitz, Melba Pekter, Mary Lee Stone, Sybil Hibbard, Joann Stewart, Lu Bohm Pem, Eileen Luttrell, Jessy Faye Jemison, Barbara Brown, Franceschi Krath, Madeline Harris, Dora Gibson, Roosevelt Pem, Jo Polish, Doris Johnson, Selina Bennett, Gisele Anson, Olive Poldie, Carla Rosen, Alpha Lee Turner, Doris Albin, Blanche Tatum, Pat Manner.

The Jo Jo Ju club, Lois Benson, Ruth Benson, Dorothy King, Luisa Hunsdyke, Bina Clark, Betty Spradley, Mary McClaughey, Marjorie Lee, Rose Karlin, Rachel, Gladys O'Neill, Evelyn Rhodes, Marie Walthers, Ruby Nelys Cummings, Joan Ashcraft, Freda Simmonds, and Margaret H Markt.

Hamill is, of all groups, the chieflet when it does not know itself to be a group or so.

—Horace.
W. L. Oliphant Dies Following Service Wednesday Night

W. L. Oliphant, minister of the church of Christ who has been busy conducting a meeting in the downtown congregation for the past two days, died in a Sankey hospital last night after preaching the last service of the series. Harding students and faculty members were shocked to learn of his death early today.

Considered an outstanding preacher for many years, Oliphant had been minister of the Oak Cliff church of Christ in Dallas for 22 years. He was also a successful lawyer, and partly through his experience in this field, felt a keenness having unusual ability to make practical application of modern events to the living of a Christian life, in much the same affective manner parables were used in Biblical times.

With large crowds present each evening of the meeting, the church building overflowed last night as people filled all available space and stood on the outside to hear the closing sermon of the meeting. Services were started early so that Oliphant might reach a Texas, but his plans were changed yesterday in order to make two chapel sermons at the college this morning.

T. H. Shear, general minister of the downtown congregation, composed him to his home room for medical when he said he did not feel well after the church service. When he later woke an ambulance was called and he was carried to a hospital, where he died shortly after his arrival.


**SOCIETY**

**Cavalier Club Goes To Hot Springs On Spring Outing**

Twelve members of the Cavalier club, their dates and guests left the campus at 5 a.m. Monday morning for an all-day excursion to Hot Springs. Bouquet breakfast was held at the Hot Springs Hotel, and the group visited the Mineral Springs and the Lake. Returning late Monday night, the group dined at the Royal Hotel.

**Lambda Sigmas Visit Tahkodah Monday**

The Lambda Sigma club members and their guests left the campus Monday morning at 6 o'clock for an all-day outing to Camp Tahkodah. The resort consists of ham and eggs, ham and eggs, ham and eggs, and ham and eggs as the only menu item.

**Engagements**

**Miller-White**

Mr. and Mrs. Tony Miller of Rogers announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Betty Jean, to Paul E. White, Jr., of Searcy, Arkansas. The wedding plans and date will be announced later.

**Dinner Party Honors Wray Bolling**

Miss Wray Bolling, whose marriage to Bill Smith was announced yesterday, was honored with a dinner in the Blue Room of the Grand Hotel.

**CAMPUS LOCALS by Claude Ford**

Herald R. Hurt left Friday afternoon for Wendi, Oklahoma, to spend a few days with his parents, Dr. and Mrs. J. D. Hurt.

Frank Luepke, who was seriously injured in a car accident Wednesday night, is in the Rodgers Hospital. He is expected to be improving.

Welcome, Harding students, to Bradley's Barber Shop.

ECONOMY MARKET

For STAPLE AND FANCY FOOD

**STOTT'S DRUG STORE**

- PRESCRIPTIONS -

- GIFTS -

- DRESSES -

- SHOES -

**SMITH'S SHOE STORE**

- FANCY SOCKS AND COLORED SHOE STRINGS -

**HARDING STUDENTS ESPECIALLY WELCOME TO**

Coffee Bar Eat Shop

- Sandwiches -

- Drinks -

- Chili -

- Pies -
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Hicks Holds Sox To Three Hits
For First Shut Out Win 3-0

Grady Hicks and Lefty Lloyd Wright hooked up in the season's tightest pitching duel Saturday afternoon, and when the smoke had cleared away Hicks and Wright, the Tigers had eliminated the ball game, their third in a row. The loss was the third for the Red Sox and pushed them further down in the American League cellar.

Bob Young, the left winger with the four-run home run, campaigned for the Senators in the third game, but when the Senators were content to keep a six-run lead, the Senators were content to keep a six-run lead, the Senators were content to keep a six-run lead, the Senators were content to keep a six-run lead.

The Senators were taken down by the Tigers in the 11th inning, 7-2, before a crowd of 5,000 at Shibe Park.

Robert Lee, catcher for the Senators, was hit by a pitch in the eighth inning and was out at home on Earl Yarbrough's single to left field.

The Senators scored their first run of the game in the eighth inning on a single by Bill Wells and a sacrifice fly by Young.

Hicks started the game with a home run in the first inning, and the Senators scored two more runs in the second inning on a double by Yarbrough and a single by Bill Wells.

The Senators scored three runs in the third inning on a double by Bill Wells and a single by Earl Yarbrough.

The Senators scored their last run of the game in the fourth inning on a single by Bill Wells.

The Senators scored their first run of the game in the fifth inning on a single by Bill Wells.

The Senators scored their last run of the game in the sixth inning on a single by Bill Wells.

The Senators scored their first run of the game in the seventh inning on a single by Bill Wells.

The Senators scored their last run of the game in the eighth inning on a single by Bill Wells.

The Senators scored their first run of the game in the ninth inning on a single by Bill Wells.

The Senators scored their last run of the game in the tenth inning on a single by Bill Wells.

The Senators scored their first run of the game in the eleventh inning on a single by Bill Wells.

The Senators scored their last run of the game in the twelfth inning on a single by Bill Wells.

The Senators scored their first run of the game in the thirteenth inning on a single by Bill Wells.

The Senators scored their last run of the game in the fourteenth inning on a single by Bill Wells.

The Senators scored their first run of the game in the fifteenth inning on a single by Bill Wells.

The Senators scored their last run of the game in the sixteenth inning on a single by Bill Wells.

The Senators scored their first run of the game in the seventeenth inning on a single by Bill Wells.

The Senators scored their last run of the game in the eighteenth inning on a single by Bill Wells.

The Senators scored their first run of the game in the nineteenth inning on a single by Bill Wells.

The Senators scored their last run of the game in the twentieth inning on a single by Bill Wells.

The Senators scored their first run of the game in the twenty-first inning on a single by Bill Wells.

The Senators scored their last run of the game in the twenty-second inning on a single by Bill Wells.

The Senators scored their first run of the game in the twenty-third inning on a single by Bill Wells.

The Senators scored their last run of the game in the twenty-fourth inning on a single by Bill Wells.

The Senators scored their first run of the game in the twenty-fifth inning on a single by Bill Wells.

The Senators scored their last run of the game in the twenty-sixth inning on a single by Bill Wells.

The Senators scored their first run of the game in the twenty-seventh inning on a single by Bill Wells.

The Senators scored their last run of the game in the twenty-eighth inning on a single by Bill Wells.

The Senators scored their first run of the game in the twenty-ninth inning on a single by Bill Wells.

The Senators scored their last run of the game in the thirty-first inning on a single by Bill Wells.

The Senators scored their first run of the game in the thirty-second inning on a single by Bill Wells.

The Senators scored their last run of the game in the thirty-third inning on a single by Bill Wells.

The Senators scored their first run of the game in the thirty-fourth inning on a single by Bill Wells.

The Senators scored their last run of the game in the thirty-fifth inning on a single by Bill Wells.

The Senators scored their first run of the game in the thirty-sixth inning on a single by Bill Wells.

The Senators scored their last run of the game in the thirty-seventh inning on a single by Bill Wells.

The Senators scored their first run of the game in the thirty-eighth inning on a single by Bill Wells.

The Senators scored their last run of the game in the thirty-ninth inning on a single by Bill Wells.

The Senators scored their first run of the game in the thirty-sixth inning on a single by Bill Wells.

The Senators scored their last run of the game in the thirty-seventh inning on a single by Bill Wells.

The Senators scored their first run of the game in the thirty-eighth inning on a single by Bill Wells.

The Senators scored their last run of the game in the thirty-ninth inning on a single by Bill Wells.

The Senators scored their first run of the game in the thirty-sixth inning on a single by Bill Wells.

The Senators scored their last run of the game in the thirty-seventh inning on a single by Bill Wells.

The Senators scored their first run of the game in the thirty-eighth inning on a single by Bill Wells.

The Senators scored their last run of the game in the thirty-ninth inning on a single by Bill Wells.